
Sometimes using low tech tips and tricks to improve profits 
work great and cost nothing.  There are some real gems out there 
that it seems very few companies are using.  Those who are using 
this one low tech trick absolutely love it.  Why? Because it saves 
them $150,000 up front and then more each year.

YYears ago, I too scoffed at this “insider” trick.  After doing the 
math, seeing it in action across dozens of other propane and fuel 
delivery companies, then using it in over 80 fuel operations of 
my own or with clients we all agree that this is a fantastic, easy 
to use and effective “No/Low Tech” way to boost profits.

BetterBetter yet, when you too invest this “newly found” improved 
profits into High Tech tools your profits will get a double boost.  
“Save money in one place and reinvest it in high tech tools for 
your business where it gets a 10X return”.
 
So what is the Low Tech trick?  Simple… “its all in how you 
slice up the work week”.

AA few years ago (in one of our colder winters) while at a client’s 
office the owners shared that their spares were all out of action 

and now one of their front=line fuel delivery trucks just went 
down too.  It was cold, deliveries were stacking up fast, run-outs 
were imminent, and they had a serous fuel delivery truck short-
age.  We shared this trick with them and not only were they able 
to handle the increased deliveries, prevented run-outs, reduced 
payroll hours and that spring they sold off one fuel delivery truck 
(banked the money). Since then they have continued with this 
tricktrick and it has saved them tens of thousands of dollars every year 
since.

The trick is easier and simpler than expected yet it works great.  
In its essence it is a perspective change in how we approach de-
livery scheduling.  It requires a knowledge of how our delivery 
drivers operate and how we can better utilize their billable time.  
No it may not work everywhere but it works 95% of the time. 

Most companies have their delivery drivers work 40-hour work 
weeks. Any more than that becomes overtime.  Most companies 
split the 40 hours over 5 work days – Monday through Friday.  
Then they usually have to pay more overtime for weekend deliv-
eries.  When you change their work day to Four 10hr days AND 
open the work day up to Monday through Saturday several Very 
exciting things take place:
You now can minimize overtime daily as you have drivers on 
duty a bit longer
You can now minimize overtime on the weekend as you have a 
driver working Saturday as a regular occurance
 
AsAs each driver only needs 4 of the 10-hour delivery slots to fill 
their 40 hour requirement you have 2 – 10 our slots available for 
a truck each week.  Doing the math on 2 fuel trucks offers 12 
total 10-hour delivery slots per week.  That is equal to the 12 
scheduled delivery slots that 3 drivers need.  So in essence you 
can schedule 3 drivers on 2 fuel trucks as seen in the image 
below.
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